
Welcome
Thank you for purchasing our extreme sports waterproof case for iPhone 6/6s.

Package contains
Waterproof case with wide angle lens
Gopro adapter
User Manual
lanyard

Features
This waterproof sport camera case built-in full glasses 170 degree wide angle lens,It
turns your iPhone into an action sports camera while maintaining full functionality.

Ideal for capturing action sports such as mountain biking, water sports, skating,snow
sports and more.
Gopro adapter can help your iPhone 6 mounted on every Gopro accessories for all kinds of
extreme sports like bicycle, motocycle racing , skydiving ,climbing and other sports, capturing
every splendid moment , bring you diverse sports view and feel free to share on internet .

 170 wide angle lens with no dark corners
 IP68 Waterproof
 Fit for extreme sports
 Sensitive touch screen
 Stainless steel waterproof button,Salt water corrosion prevention
 Easy operation and install
 precise mold match your iPhone perfectly
 Built-in longer Gopro adapter ,works for all Gopro accessories like Buoyancy rods, chest

belt,monopod etc.



How to use

Opening the case:

Pull up on the clasp release at the top of the case, as below picture.

Loading your iPhone

Loading your iPhone into the case matching each button, place the screen side of the iPhone into
the deep-side of the case.and you’re ready to close the case.

Closing the case

Close the case slowly making sure the leading edge of the gasket enters the other side of the case
smoothly. Inspect all 4 sides for gasket alignment then close the clasp. (It may be necessary to
hold the case slightly closed with your other hand)



Attention

 Volume Swich can be as short cut key and operation key for recording and photografh.
 This case has hole for lanyard to ensure your iPhone not be washed away or fell into deep

water.
 Since wide angle lens is big to cover the flashlight ,pls close the flashlight when use .
 Please install the case in correct way when use it in water condition .
 Please set your iPhone to flight mode before using underwater, cancel screen automatic

lock ,raise the screen brightness and enter into camera shooting mode in advance .
 Phone with tempered glass screen may affect screen sensitivity .
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